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WELCOME TO HEALTHY LIVING,
HAPPY LIFE MAGAZINE:
A LETTER FROM THE CURATOR
By Denise Stegall, CEO & CO-Founder, Living Healthy List

Happy New Year!
I bet you are more ready than ever to ring in 2021!
Living Healthy List is here to help you make this new year your best ever!
Welcome to the first edition of our online magazine. We have many exciting new
things planned in 2021 to help you find a healthy, happy lifestyle that works for you
and live your best life ever!
Whether you are looking to get comfortable in the discomfort zone called life or
interested in doing less and betting more we have the strategies and tips you are
looking for. Suzanne Taylor with Taylor’d Wellness helps you embrace discomfort to
help you grow and expand your horizons. Women’s Wellness Consultant at Firmly
Planted Wellness, Lissa Figgins entices us to do less to gain more in our lives.
Maybe this is the year that you stopped taking unnecessary medications or you want to
do everything you can to avoid getting COVID, you’re in the right place. Natural
Family Planning Pharmacist, Emily Kirkwold encourages you to inquire with your doctor
about whether the medications your taking are necessary or still working! Dr. Michael
Greger of NutritionFacts.org and I chat about COVID and the things in our power that
can help us “not get sick with COVID.”
The New Year is the perfect time to reflect on what is going well in your life, or not so
well. With that information, you can redirect your thoughts, feelings, and actions and
create what you want to do, be, and have in 2021. Click here for the Reflect and
Redirect Action Guide Here!
With support, understanding, and caring for one another we can make 2021 a great
one!
Healthy
Living, Happy Life,

Denise

Living Healthy List
PS: Living Healthy List is your resource for health, wellness, personal development, and fun.
We welcome you to contact us at Living Healthy List. with feedback, or your ideas for articles or
topics that you would like for us to cover. Thank you!
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NEW YEAR PITY PARTY
PROJECT
By Lori Bryant Woolridge

Clear the Cobwebs of Yesteryear
to Get to the True You!
Happy New Year!!! Really, is it? Happy, that is…
For many of us, ringing out the old, and ringing in the new, means beginning the
new year with a hangover—both literally and figuratively. Because as much as we’d
like to wish it so, the turn of a new calendar page does not leave behind the reality
of our current situation.
And 2020 was a particularly hard year, causing us to stumble into 2021 with an
inordinate level of fear and uncertainty, regret and chagrin.And yet, everywhere we
turn, the motivators among us are touting the clichéd mantra, “New Year. New
You.” A nice but often counterintuitive sentiment—one just as full of hope and
possibility as it is dread and confusion. With so many of us beginning this year
feeling alone and especially lost and lonely, the question remains, how does one
push past the cobwebs to find the new you?
New Year. True You.
Before I address that question, I’d like to invite you to rethink your New Year’s
resolution-making. Instead of trying to become a ‘new’ you, which can definitely
leave you believing that something is wrong with the ‘old’ you, consider the worthmaking idea of stepping into the TRUE YOU. In other words, this year, resolve not
what you’ll DO in 2021, but who you’ll BE. First, you’ve got to clear the cobwebs of
yesteryear before you can unearth and unleash the lovely residing within. So, it’s
time to throw yourself a good ole, tearjerker of a New Year Pity Party!
Time to ‘Whine and Freeze’
One of the assignments I often give my clients who find themselves feeling stuck
and sorry for themselves is to throw themselves a pity party. I’m a big proponent of
the occasional ‘whine and freeze’ party because they can be very liberating. Before
I filed for divorce several years ago, I threw myself a pity party to get rid of the
anger and sad feelings I was carrying. It was such a relief, and it allowed me to go
back home and set things in motion without the rancor that can often undermine
such an emotional undertaking.
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The New Year Pity Party or any good pity party allows you to get off the not-so-merry go
round long enough to respect your feelings of frustration, hurt, and (fill in the blank). As
you honor them, you can also look them in the eye, move past them, and forward. If you
think it all sounds a tad lame and a bit self-indulgent, think again.
We often don’t realize how comfortable we become stuck in the mire of our negative
emotions. Sure, they start off feeling distressing, but in an awful lot of cases, anger, hurt
and fear become our comfort zone, merely because it’s what we know and for some of us,
it’s our guaranteed way to receive attention—even if said attention is not healthy or
growth-inducing.
A pity party is also a signal to your subconscious that it’s time to move on. Time to push
away the darkness of your negative emotions and reactions and step into the light of
positive feelings and mindful action. So set a date, and let’s get this party started!
The New Year Pity Party Basics:
Once you know when the most important thing for you to do is to establish a time limit. I
find a three-day, personal retreat to be ideal. One to two days of wallowing ‘in the mud of
misery’, as one client put it, is plenty. Experience has shown that more than likely, you’ll
get bored before your official end time. Be ready to shake off the self-pity and get on with
self-improvement. That’s when clear-eyed and conflict-free, you can begin to outline some
action steps toward the amazing person you can now see you’re becoming.
So here are a few quick rules for your ‘Feelin’ Sorry Soiree’:
Set a start and end time. If you have responsibilities, make sure they’re covered.
No guests. Seriously, why subject anyone else to your misery? And you need this
relationship refresher with yourself.
P.J.’s are the perfect attire to go with wads of Kleenex.
Only comfort foods allowed.
Keep alcohol and the like to a minimum. This is not a drunken binge. You need to be
able to wallow and self-reflect, cry, and curse the gods, and ultimately clear your head
and heart in preparation for the work ahead.
As your ‘issues’ surface, honor them. Don’t shoo away the emotions they bring up; allow
yourself to feel them. Bring your journal and record your feelings. The purpose of your
pity party is not to try and figure it all out, but to purge so the healing can begin.
Once the Cobwebs are Cleared
When your ‘Sad Social’ is over, clean yourself up, and then get to work leveling up your
New Year’s resolution-making. First, start with making a list of WHO you want to be in
2021. Then make a To-Do List to support that person. Include at least one or two baby
steps to commit to. As you to recycle your ‘woe’ and create it into ‘WOW‘ you are doing
many things. You set your own direction, boundaries, and desires as you become the
‘true’ you.
Happy New Year!
Click here to download my Pity Party Guide for 2021, available for a limited time. Inside
you’ll find ‘party games’ to help you get unstuck and move towards the fabulous person
you already are!
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2021 FINANCIAL
PREPAREDNESS CANNOT BE
UNDERRATED
By Michelle Boss
If 2020 has taught us one thing, it’s that financial preparedness cannot be underrated!
Yes, time and time again once we get past the cash shortfall or job loss and things start
to look steady again, preparing is no longer on the forefront.
What I am excited about for 2021 is a new way of approaching finances and
preparedness that helps us build a rock-solid financial foundation one guided step at a
time!
How to make and keep financial preparedness sexy and engaging?
The benefits of having a solid money life – stability, resiliency, and money confidence –
is sexy! Even when we make efforts and see results towards building our financial
strength and wellness, there is the ongoing effort required to maintain our progress.
Sound daunting? It doesn’t have to be. A month-by-month guide that provides
comprehensive rotating topics and action items to accomplish preparedness is the
ticket!
New Year, Best Finances Ever
In 2021, make a resolution that will stick by scheduling in money dates onto your
calendar NOW. 1-2 hours each month is a great start. Easy! Then follow this month to
month guide, as designed by Financial Preparedness Expert Tony Steuer, to help guide
your focus. As a retired insurance agent with years of experience, not only writing
policies but consulting on insurance for clients of Attorneys and Certified Financial
Planners, Tony Steuer brings a wealth of experience and wisdom that he now shares
with consumers as a financial preparedness advocate.I think he’s gold, and am happy to
share this nugget.
Your Month by Month Breakdown
Here are the monthly topics Tony recommends to help get your finances ready, and
stay ready, to weather any storm. Tony’s FREE Get Ready Toolkit with all of the forms
and detailed guidance can be found on his website at https://www.tonysteuer.com.
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January: Organize your financial documents.
Don’t worry, this is broken down in the Get Ready Toolkit (link above).
February: Monitor your financial dashboard.
This includes your cash flow and net worth statements. Again, don’t worry if you’ve never
looked at this before or know what it is. These are simply snapshots of your financial life.
The guide walks you through how to do this as well.
March: Review your loans and expenses.
It is a best practice to look through these types of statements monthly. However, a
thorough review should be done annually to ensure any mistakes are discovered. It is also
a prime time to reduce or eliminate any unwanted expenses.
April: File Federal and State income tax returns and check your withholdings.
Of note, if you are a business owner, estimated tax payments should be made throughout
the year. The IRS is pay-as-you-go. Penalties could be incurred for late payments even if
you overpay for the year!
May: Review your emergency plan.
What emergency plan? No worries. The toolkit provides guidance on what to do.
June: Hold a family financial meeting.
Review and communicate goals and priorities. Although not always the easiest topic to
cover with your spouse, parents, or children, you’ll thank yourself 10-fold for doing it.
July: Review beneficiaries and estate planning documents to make sure they are
current.
This is also a great time to get these documents in place should you not have them. The
basics: a Power of Attorney, Health Care Directive (recommended for any adult 18 or
older), a Living Trust and Will.
August: Review your investment accounts policies and allocations.
If you do not have a Financial Planner you are working with this on a regular basis, sitting
down at least once a year is ideal.
September: Review insurance policies and ensure proper coverage.
Health, Life, Long-Term Care, disability, pet, auto, and renter’s or home owner’s insurance
are the basics of a strong financial foundation. Regardless of the amount of cash you
have in savings or investment accounts, one accident or incident affecting any of the
areas of your life mentioned above can wipe out many years worth of asset accumulation
in one fell swoop. Proper insurance is an essential building block of financial resiliency!
October: Open enrollment for group employee benefits and individual and Medicare
coverage begins.
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November: Order and review credit and consumer reports.
It is critical to review credit reports at least annually to ensure the accuracy of the
information on record. Identity and/or credit theft is a common occurrence. Catching it
early and acting on it swiftly will prevent deeply rooted damage that can be difficult and
time consuming to reverse.
December: Wrap up loose ends and look for unclaimed property.
The end of the year wrap up might look like tax planning and strategy, taking required
distribution amounts from investment accounts, and making year-end gifts.
Don’t Go It Alone: If you would like more hands-on accountability to ensure your action
items get done, as well as guidance on achieving your financial wellness and goals,
The Money Boss is available for ongoing Accountability & Money Coaching, both personal
and business.
There is no better way to shorten your learning curve and get faster results than with a
coach and accountability.
Listen to my interview on The Kornelia Stephanie Show: The Millionaire Imprint for
Women! Find the interview here!
Cheers to living your best life in 2021!
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DO LESS TO HAVE THE
BEST YEAR EVER
By Lissa Figgins

A new year always inspires me to make a long list of all the things I want to do
to be healthier, stronger, younger (looking), wealthier, wiser, and better, but a
question I heard the other day made me change the way I’m approaching it this
time around. My goal is to do less and have the best year ever.
Can more come from less?
What?!?!? To GET more, we need to DO more, right? Or not really?
If you’re like most people, you will make that list with great excitement and
intentionality to finally make it happen THIS YEAR…
Lose weight
Eat healthier
Exercise more
Have less sugar
Not stress eat
Get more sleep
Manage stress
All good things. But if you’re like most people, you’ll take off running and a few
weeks into the new year, those resolutions will already have fallen by the
wayside. Why? Because you tried to do too many things at one time without a
clear plan…so you fell off the wagon once again resigned to the fact that you
can’t follow through.
But that doesn’t have to be you this year.
So what’s a girl to do if you want this year to look different than all the rest?
I’m glad you asked.
Do less and have the best year ever.
Here’s how?
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3 Questions to ask to make this the Best Year Ever
1. What really matters most is…?
Instead of trying to do all the things, focus on just 1. What will make the biggest
difference a year from now? 5 years from now? 10 years from now? Make a list
of 5-10, then pick the top 3, then the top 1. That doesn’t mean you ignore the
others or don’t do anything about them, it’s just that they aren’t your main focus
right now. Know what your 1 thing is.
2. What would it look like if…?
Put your 1 thing in the blank and make a list of 5-10 ideas about what it would
look if you did that. Visualize you working on that goal and having successwhat actions would it take? Be as specific as possible- if your 1 thing is to eat
healthier you could list- have a nutrient-dense vegan protein shake for breakfast,
prep salad toppings ahead for lunch, fill up your water bottle the night before,
have a dinner plan for the week.
3. What can I do today…?
Each day, write that 1 thing in your journal and then write down 3 action steps
from your list (or new ones you thought of) that you will do today. Next take
out your calendar, or your phone, and block out the time to do those, and set
reminders. When the alarm goes off, do what you planned. Don’t say you don’t
have time- make the time today. And then tomorrow, do the same thing in your
journal. And when that 1 thing becomes a solid daily habit and you see
measurable progress towards that goal, keep the momentum going and move on
to identify the next 1 thing and repeat the process. This way instead of taking
off with 5-10 big goals and failing at all of them because you couldn’t keep up
the pace, you will have accomplished those 5-10 things over the course of a
year and created sustainable habits that will yield way more results in the future.
So, do less and get more.
Doesn’t that sound like a better way to approach a new year?
New Year, new goals, and new ways to keep them going. Read more about how
here in this Living Healthy List blogpost.
So what is your 1 thing for now?
I’d love to hear. Connect with me here and let’s talk more about your 1 thing,
what difference that would make in your health and life, and create a simple plan
to make it happen this year…and make it your best year ever.
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BOOST YOUR IMMUNITY
NATURALLY
By Lorraine Miano

How often do you get sick
during the winter months??
It’s that time of year, again. Cold Season.
How often do you get sick during the winter months??
No matter how healthy we try to be by eating right, exercising, and
getting enough sleep to keep our immunity level high the common cold
continues to plague us. Thankfully, you can boost your immunity
naturally and decrease your chances of getting sick this winter.
Use a good Probiotic
With all we now know about the gut biome, eating foods with probiotics
isthe best way to help keep your immunity strong. Kombucha, kefir,
kimchi,and sauerkraut are just a few probiotic foods to help you out.
Make sureyou’re always eating plenty of fiber too to help that gut
bacteria thrive. Ifyou’d prefer a probiotic supplement instead, there are
loads of wonderful ones to choose from to make sure you’re getting your
daily probiotic needs.
Eat Right
Unfortunately, this time of year is also when all those holiday goodies
arelurking about. Balance it out by eating plenty of fruits and vegetables
that are rich in antioxidants. Antioxidant-rich foods are immune boosters
that will keep your system fighting all season long. Dr. Ryan Harvey
gives some additional tips to boost your immune system with food and
supplements.
Another warming winter food that will make your soups healthier is the
bone broth which you can sneak into your family’s diet without them ever
knowing. You can make your own, or if you don’t time, there are plenty
of healthy ones you can purchase.
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Think Zinc
The more vitamins you have in your foods this season, particularly vitamin
C, the more immunity you’ll have. However, zinc is often forgotten for the
powerhouse that it is. Zinc can help stop a cold’s cells from replicating and
is a powerful tool to have in your wellness arsenal this season and beyond.
You can eat more zinc in spinach, nuts, beans, and pumpkin seeds. There
are also zinc supplements you can take daily, or when you’re feeling a cold
coming on.
Balance activity and sleep
When the germs are swirling around, be sure you’re getting enough
exercise as well as getting enough sleep. Compromising on either one can
jeopardize your immunity. With the days shorter and quite frigid, getting in
bed earlier isn’t a hard thing to do!
Sanitize with Essential Oils
Soap and warm water are always best for cleaning your hands, but when
you’re nowhere near a sink, try this essential oil recipe. It smells great,
keeps away germs naturally, and keeps your hands soft and supple even in
the frigid winter weather.
1 tablespoon witch hazel
2 teaspoons pure aloe vera gel
2 teaspoons vitamin E oil (optional)10 drops each: lavender, tea tree,
and frankincense essential oils
Approximately 1/3 cup water
Keep it clean
We know hands should be clean and kept from our eyes, nose, and mouth,
but don’t forget about those things you use every day that can be
contaminated with ease. Your phone, keyboard, desk, and door handles are
prime examples.
Want a sanitizer that isn’t full of chemicals? Add purified water and distilled
vinegar to a spray bottle in equal parts, and then add a few drops of tea
tree oil. Spray away!
Use these natural immunity boosters to stay healthy & live life to the fullest!
Cheers to a cold-free cold season!
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5 WHYS & WAYS TO THANK
YOUR BODY
By Lisa Medley

Thank your body for all that it does
for you!

In this holiday season, I invite you to receive 5 gifts of your body wisdom and play
with 5 ways to reciprocate, so you can feel more comfortable in your own skin and
live with more ease and grace.
Thank your body for all that it does for you!
5 WHYS TO THANK YOUR BODY
1. Your body is your soul’s home to live, express, and evolve.
2. You never have to put breathing on your to-do list.
3. Your body will tell you the truth of YOUR current experience; not your friend’s
opinion, parent’s insistence, magazine covers, latest diet or exercise trends, warped
cultural expectations, or unrealistic societal standards.
4. Your digestive system is designed to alchemize what you put in it.5. Your body is
comprised of 50 trillion cells, essentially made of the same stuff as stars and full of
life force energy fueling your Life.
5 WAYS TO THANK YOUR BODY
1. Breathe fully.
your body breathes for you, its’ capacity is often limited by chronic stress.
TRY THIS: Exhale with an “S” sound to release the stale, suppressed air and allow an
inhale to fill up your entire ribcage where your lungs live. Repeat. Often. Remember
what your natural state of ease feels like.
2. Take a 1-minute pause.
TRY THIS: Set a timer on your phone or another device for 1-minute. Close your eyes
or look at something pleasing, like the sky, and be. (You heard me right…just be. No
doing. No thinking.)
3. Rest your eyes.
TRY THIS: Rub your hands together briskly to create some heat. Then, gently place
them over your eyes. Allow your eyes to soften in the darkness.
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4. Nourish consciously.
TRY THIS: When you feel like eating, ask your body if it’s hungry or it just
wants something to do. (I ask my son this often – “Are you hungry or do
you just want the taste of something?”) Without judgment, ask and notice.
Food is an easy fix for nourishing as well as numbing. Whatever you
choose,
1) remember that you are choosing and
2) you – and only you – have the power to choose what is optimal for you
which may be food – or a walk, a breath, a hug, a nap, or something else.
5. Give yourself a hug.
These current circumstances are increasing an already touch-deprived
existence, so we need to get creative.
TRY THIS: Wrap your arms around yourself – hey, no one is looking! – and
imagine someone you love hugging you and hug them right back. This
power combo of touch and imagination will make a positive chemical
change. You may also enjoy my article on feeling comfortable in your skin
with grounding techniques
.We are digesting a lot these days, so it is in your best interest to pace
yourself. If you wish, choose 1 Way that resonates with you from the above
options and give it a go. Feel free to let me know what you chose and how
it impacts you! Connect with me here!
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GET OFF UNNECESSARY
MEDICATIONS THIS YEAR
By Emily Kirkwood, PharmD

What is all my medications
are not needed?

It surprises people when they find out that I am a pharmacist who helps patients
get OFF medications. Now, medications definitely have their place. If I am
having a stroke or a heart attack, I want you to take me to the hospital and give
me medications. But, there are many times where medications are just not
needed. Taking unnecessary medications may do more harm than good.
Do you take medications? What do you take them for? Have you discussed with
your prescriber all the options to treat your condition – medication options and
non-medication options?
Many women I talk to feel stuck taking medications. They don’t like the idea of
taking a pill every day or they are dealing with side effects. But they have been
told that the medication is their ONLY option. I especially tend to see this
happen with hormonal contraceptives (birth control). Young women tell me that
their personality has changed, they feel uncomfortable, or they just don’t want
to take synthetic hormones, but they have been told it is the only real effective
way to prevent pregnancy.
What if this is the year you get un-stuck?
When is the last time you had your entire regimen (prescription medications,
over-the-counter medications, vitamins, supplements) reviewed? Have you
spoken with a doctor of pharmacy about the medications you currently take?
Too often your doctor puts you on medication and then never reviews it again.
If you as a patient aren’t outright complaining about side effects, then the
doctor may feel like everything is working well. And maybe it is. Or maybe it
would be worth trying a period without the medication.
Every situation is unique. It may be completely appropriate for one person to
cut back on their diabetes medications and it could be unsafe for another
person to cut back the same medications. The thing is, you know your body
best, you are the one who deals with both the positive and negative effects of
the medications you take, and you deserve to be in charge of your health.
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What if 2021 is your best year yet because it is the year you stand up and say you
would like to make a change?
Take action now and go talk to your pharmacist about your medications. The first
step is to make a list of everything you take. You can get a free medication list
template here!
To book an appointment or to learn more about me connect with me!
Free yourself from unnecessary medications and live your best life in 2021!
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THE PERFECT TIME TO
EMBRACE THE DISCOMFORT
ZONE
By Suzanne Taylor

There are issues from the mundane to the
absolutely monumental, but you always find a
way to get through
This is an extraordinary time, isn't it? It's the type of situation you imagine
reading about in a history book, not living through.
The very idea of the entire world shutting down stores, working from home, and
mass layoffs would have sounded insane at the introduction of 2020. Yet, this
improbable event has thrown the world into disarray. Now may just be the
perfect time to embrace the DIScomfort Zone and move forward in 2021 as the
best version of yourself!
We're all quarantined at home, socially isolating, and constantly refreshing the
news for updates on the newest hotspot of COVID-19. We are worried about our
jobs, we are worried about our families, we are worried about our friends, and
we're worried about our future.
The difficulty that you are facing right now can be one of two things for you.
You can view the pandemic as an obstacle. Or you can view this as your
catalyst for change. Your circumstances can be viewed as an existential threat
that requires you to barricade yourself in negative mindsets. Or you can
recognize that this moment of uncertainty is your opportunity to heal and to
grow.
It's easy to trap yourself in the perspective that brings comfort, routine, and
familiarity. When the pandemic ends, however, there is little chance you will be
the same person you were when it all began. Of course, it's up to you to
determine whether that change is a negative one or a positive one. We have
always dealt with circumstances outside our locus of control. The pandemic is
unique in that the world has experienced it all at once.
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Before this, there was the traffic jam that made you late, the emergency that drained
your savings account, or the persistent medical issue that wouldn't give you
peace.There are issues from the mundane to the absolutely monumental, but you
always find a way to get through. This pandemic is no different, you will find a way to
get through it and this is your chance to embrace discomfort for personal growth.
Get Comfortable With DIScomfort
COVID-19 has presented the world with a unique situation. It is pushing everyone
outside their comfort zones and it's doing so in the most radical of ways.
Physically, your habits and routines have been disrupted. There's no more meeting for
coffee, grabbing dinner with your friend, going to the gym, and many people are
working from home. There's a very different feel in supermarkets, with some bare
shelves and everyone wearing masks. Confined to home, we are desperate for some
semblance of normality. It's unsettling.
This article by Lu Ann Buechler also touches on how getting out of your comfort zone
helps you rediscover what you love.
With Great Uncertainty, Comes Major Opportunity.
The only thing for it is to embrace the discomfort zone. When you enter unfamiliar
territory, there is growth. If you allow your fear to confine you, then you will never
expand or grow as a person. If you live in your routine, then how will you ever
discover new things?
Think about how it feels when you learn a new skill. It's uncomfortable at first, it feels
awkward for a while. The more you practice, though, the easier it becomes. Now, if
you had given up after your first attempt what would you have learned? Nothing.
Discomfort is the same. It's a sign that you're learning. When you look for ways to live
outside the comfort zone, you are pushing boundaries and taking the chance to
expand yourself as a person. Celebrate discomfort, don't shy away from it.
In a time when the outside world offers danger, the thought of self-improvement or
personal growth probably seems trivial. The reason we are fearful now is that we feel
powerless. By embracing the discomfort zone, you are actively choosing to live free
of fear and to encourage personal growth.
When you walk out of this pandemic, you will be strong enough to face your deepest
fears. Everything that's going on now is being shared with everyone else in the world.
Own it, own who you are, and take this opportunity to heal and grow as a person.
A recent article over on my blog Are You Gritty? could be of help if you are feeling
like you need to get a bit more perspective!
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BE YOUR NUMBER ONE FAN!
By Leanne Pruett

Clutter is nothing more
than postponed decisions
I’m Leanne Pruett with Let’s Ace Your Space, and I help on the go people clear
up your clutter so that it no longer blocks your momentum and so you can
gain control in your life and become your own number one fan!
To understand clutter let's take a look at where it comes from. I believe that
clutter emerges from indecision in different areas of life. Clutter keeps you
from being your own number one fan.
If you look around your house I bet you have a lot of stuff lying around that
you haven’t decided where to put. A simple decision.
The clutter in your life comes from the fact that you avoided making small
decisions that multiplied and have taken control. When you don’t make
decisions – you end up with stuff or clutter and that clutter gets in the way of
the way you live your life.
Clutter manifests itself in several forms – but ultimately it is indecisions in
some part of our lives that needs sorting out.
Did you know that clutter can keep you from doing things for yourself? Things
you often do for others. How many times do you do things for somebody else
that you don't do for yourself?
Why is it that we’re motivated to do things for other people, but not for
ourselves?
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Today, let’s turn that around and realize that we really are and deserve to be our
own number one fan!
Be your OWN Number One Fan Realize that YOU deserve to have that upgrade in your life because you’re
worth it
Peace and calm of your decluttered space
Regain that time and money that clutter is costing you
Enjoy your time the way you want, instead of consumed with clutter!
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REFLECT AND REDIRECT FOR
THE BEST VERSION OF YOU
By Denise Stegall
Happy New Year! New Year, New You, New, and Improved.
Each of these sentiments sounds refreshing. Especially this year! It’s time to
reflect and redirect for the best version of you!
How do you avoid making the same mistakes over again and wind up in the same
place exactly one a year from now? What do you need to do?
To truly create a New Year or New You, it is essential for you to reflect on the year
that you have just experienced. Reflection is the key to self-awareness. It allows
you to look neutrally at your thoughts, feelings, emotions, and actions.
Sit quietly and think honestly about the things you did right! What were the things
that turned out well for you? What were your successes? When you have these
thoughts on top of your mind then celebrate every one of them! Once you realize
how much you’ve done right, you’ll better appreciate the good things in your life.
Without reflection, it’s too easy to forget these things and focus instead on only
your failures.
What Happens When You Neglect to Reflect?
There is no forward momentum; you push through longing and discontent. Stay in
a job that you hate and is killing you- at least your spirit. You remain in unfulfilling
relationships, accept circumstances that drain your energy, leave you stressed
unhappy, frustrated, and tired.
It’s like you are on the treadmill; you keep moving yet you are not getting
anywhere. Realistically you are frustrated with marching in place. You’re tired
from perpetual motion yet you have nothing to show for your efforts.
Reflecting on the past year is only the beginning.
Now that you have reflected on the past year it’s time to redirect your focus to the
areas you want to improve upon and address the longing and discontent in your
life.
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Without redirection of your thoughts and energy, you continue on that treadmill of life
thinking you don’t have enough, time, experience, education, money. That you are
not enough.You’ll keep moving (more like marking time) in order to keep up and
eventually your longing and discontent will cause you to crash and burn, again.
Reflect and Redirect
Towards the end of 2017 my friend, Midlife Courage Coach, Sheree Clark sent out a
list of questions that changed the direction of my career and the conception of Living
Healthy List.
I have taken some of those same questions, added a few more to the list to help you
concentrate on your longing and discontent in the Living Healthy List categories of
health, wellness, personal development, and fun.
The Reflect and Redirect Action Guide is a tool to use at the end of every year or any
time you feel like you have lost your way, feel like you are treading water or going
through the motions. The guide can help you to make wise choices and create the
healthy lifestyle you are in search of and live 2021 the best version of you!
Healthy Living, Happy Holidays,
Denise
PS: In case you missed it here is the link to The Reflect & Redirect Action Guide.
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Inspired Action for
Your Personal Finances
by: Michelle Boss

Hi, I'm Michelle, Boss, a k a. The Money Boss.
As the financial wellness expert here at Living Healthy List, I go live on the last Monday of every
month on the Facebook Page. Please join me there.
Even in this New Year there is so much going on in our world; political challenges, social injustice,
the
pandemic, and whatever new thing the media throw at us. It seems everything is out of our control
but
that’s not completely true. One thing that we can control is our personal finances.
I really want to inspire you and affirm for you the four ways that you can have healthy personal
finances.
What does that look like?
What action items can you take away from today to really build a strong financial foundation start
2021 by building healthy, strong personal finances?
Okay, so I have to predictions today, um, as I go through each of these four topics and then in my
wrap up, I predict that you are going to either be affirmed and say Ah ha yes, I am doing this right
or
you're going to listen to that suggestion.
Take that in and say Okay, I have some room for improvement there. The purpose today is to
inspire
you into action, to create some focus around personal finances. And again, this is something we
can
control right now and so much around us. And, you know, homeschooling and everything else is
partially out of our control. It can feel pretty overwhelming at times.
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So here goes! Keep in mind a little definition here before we get started is how you manage your
money and plan for your future. What does that look like when you have healthy personal
finances? Spoiler alert, healthy personal finances are sometimes not the same as financial
wellness. Okay, so I want you to keep that in mind. They don't always parallel. You can feel really
great about your personal finances and be overall financially well and feel great about that. That
does not necessarily mean that you have healthy personal finances and vice versa.
You could be doing so many things to build your personal finances and have a strong plan for
your future and not feel good about it. Right? Perhaps you have anxiety or an unhealthy money
mindset.
Today I will go through four actionable tangible steps for healthy personal finances and what that
looks like.
So, you're ready?
Yes, me too. Let's get started.
Number One
To begin you want to look at living within your means, if not below your means. And so very
simply stated, spending less than you are bringing in. And that includes all of your saving schools,
investing goals, paying off debt, building assets, all of those great things that we're doing that can
complicate or sometimes create overwhelm with personal finances.
When you take it down to the basics and spend less than what you're bringing in living within
your means or below your means, and that is going to give you a lot of freedom.
It's going to give you the flexibility to get wants, not just needs, right. So, you could take that
vacation in addition to paying for life or whatever it is for your circumstance. Living above your
means is the
the root cause of excessive spending and overwhelming debt.
This is where the word budgeting or spending plan comes in. You may not like it, but it's
essential to sit down and do that spending plan or budget. This is how to live within or below
your means.
Budgeting gives you a clear plan for your money, and you can direct that money to go
exactly where you want it to go each month.
Let me reiterate, failure to do that is again the root cause
of excessive spending and getting into overwhelming debt. That's another topic,
altogether.
Number Two
Healthy personal finance involves four foundational steps. When you have these four
foundational steps in place, you have healthy personal Finances. First and foremost, proper
insurance.
Secondly, credit and debt. You have healthy credit practices
and a plan to manage your debt or no debt or a plan to pay off your debt. But
healthy credit and debt management.
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The Third Financial Foundation is emergency savings having a cushion in case something
happens, because it always does. That's why we have our emergency savings.
Number four is investing, investing for your future, whether that's saving or investing and there are
so many different ways to invest. If that is something that you're intimidated by or don't know a lot
about, I encourage you to just start by educating yourself. There's a lot of great resource is out
there that are fiduciary, so in your best interest.
Those are the four financial foundations to the healthy personal finances, right insurance, debt,
credit management, emergency savings investing, proper insurance.
All right, moving on to number three.
Number Three
The next piece of healthy personal finances is your net worth. A lot of people I've worked with
have never even taken a look at their net worth. Your net worth is your total assets minus your
liabilities. Not including your income. Your net worth is a snapshot in time of your assets, minus
what you owe on them over time. Every six months to a year is a great time to revisit your net
worth.
The goal is to be going in the up position with our net worth for healthy personal finances.
Granted, it doesn't always work that way. It's not always a straight-line trajectory, just like the stock
market isn't right. But in general, it goes up. Despite circumstances, temporary circumstances or
cycles or seasons overall, healthy personal finances are reflected in a network that is growing with,
ultimately, the goal of not having to work for money and being able to retire
and maybe do other great things with your time and money.
Number Four
Last but not least it's essential to recognize that it is a process, not an event. Achieving healthy
personal finances is an ongoing process. It’s a bit like laundry or dishes. It never stops. There's
always something to manage, so shift if you're in the mindset of you know one and done to this is
an ongoing practice, perhaps, like yoga or your exercise routine that needs nurturing. And it needs
nurturing on a regular basis.
These suggestions may be a very different approach than what you're used to taking. If you're
already doing this, Bravo! That's affirmation for you.
Have you had an a-ah moment or two like I predicted earlier? If you need some guidance,
connect with me.
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Here’s a good example of why this is important. You may get your emergency savings funded to
your goal, and then something comes up and your emergency savings is wiped out.
This happened to a lot of us over 2020 with life and things that have been
happening. This also applies to your retirement plans.
This is a great reminder to you that it is a process, not an event, and it is never too late to start
over, whether that's your emergency savings or your 401 k, your retirement plan, or your job.
It is never too late to start because with a little time and distance getting those emergency savings
built back up, the 401k built back up. It's going to happen, but only if you are contributing again
and making it a priority to save and invest your funds. If you can keep that in mind, that is an
indicator of a very healthy mindset for healthy personal finances.
To recap the tips and inspirations for your healthy personal finances.
· Spending less than you earn.
· Foundation, a very strong financial foundation comprised of four components. Proper
insurance, credit and debt management, emergency savings and investing for our future.
· Figure out your net worth: if you haven't already. It's a great, interesting exercise snapshot of
where you're at and if that is increasing, um, generally trending upward over time, you're in great
shape.
· Recognize that personal finances are an ongoing
process, it takes time, attention, focus and good habits.
Most importantly, I want to leave you with this understanding. It is never too late to start. It's never
too late to start, no matter where you're at on your journey.
The most successful people have healthy habits when it comes to their finances but most of them
do not do it on their own.
I’m here to help! Find me at the Money Boss on Living Healthy List, Facebook,
Instagram and YouTube.
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Living Healthy,
Happy Life:
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INTERVIEW SERIES WITH
DENISE STEGALL
Interview between Denise Stegall & Dr. Michael Greger

A few months ago I had the opportunity to talk with Dr. Michael Greger. He is an icon in health and
wellness and a New York Times bestselling author. Dr. Greger is the genius behind the free
resource; NutritionFacts.org. His recent book titles are How Not to Die and the How Not To Die
Cookbook so we kept the theme and discussed how not to get sick from COVID.
Dr. Greger and I chatted back in April when we were just beginning to understand the implications
of Covid. Initially, his plan was to travel to Rochester, MN for an annual conference hosted by the
Lotus Foundation. Instead, we did a zoom interview with Dr. Greger true to form conducted the
interview while walking on his treadmill.
You may know Dr. Greger from all the things that he does in the health and wellness world. But let
me tell you a little bit about him. Dr. Greger is a physician, but not just any physician. He is a New
York Times bestselling author and an internationally recognized professional speaker on a number
of important health issues. He has lectured at conferences on world affairs at the National Institute
of Health amongst so many others.
The newest discussion is about how not to get sick from Covid. He’s also testified before Congress
and appeared on shows like the Colbert report and the Dr. Oz show. Dr. Greger is a licensed
general practitioner specializing in clinical nutrition and as a founding member of the fellow and a
fellow of the American College of lifestyle medicine.
I hope you enjoy our interview.
Denise Stegall:
Dr. Gregory, thank you so much for being here with me today.
Dr. Michael Greger: So happy to be here. Sorry. I can’t be there in person.
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Denise Stegall: Well, we are actually having great weather here in Rochester, Minnesota. So it would
be a perfect time for you to come next time. Next time. Hopefully when we, when we reschedule,
you’ll be able to join us. So with all of this, that’s going on with COVID-19, we’re focused so much
on how to not get sick from COVID, how to stay healthy, how to wash our hands. But there are so
many people who are suffering from chronic things, chronic issues that seem to, you know, kind of
right now get being brushed under the table.
Dr. Michael Greger: I mean, they actually go together, right? I mean, if you look at co-morbidity
they are a direct correlation to increase one’s risk of a severe course of COVID-19 in terms of
hospitalization, ICU, and death. These are obesity, diabetes, hypertension, heart disease. These are
all diseases that can be prevented, arrested, even reversed with a healthy enough diet and lifestyle.
So this is the perfect time to take care of it.
Denise Stegall: It is. I completely agree, but I think there are a lot of people out there that don’t
quite make the connection. How do we, what is the first thing that we say to people or what are the
first steps that people can take to say, okay, maybe I’ve, haven’t been living the best healthiest
lifestyle. I need to make some changes. What are some of those changes?
Dr. Michael Greger: I have a free app on iPhone and Android called Dr. Greger’s Daily Dozen,
which just talks about all the healthiest of healthy foods. One can aim to include in their daily diets.
You know, beans every day, legumes, chickpeas, and lentils every day. The healthiest fruits
greens, every day, the healthiest vegetables. Additionally, a quarter teaspoon of turmeric, a
tablespoon of ground flaxseeds, the best beverages, the best sweeteners, how much exercise to
get every day, basically just to inspire people to include some of these healthiest of healthy foods. If
there were just three things I would add to someone’s diet first, it would be berries, greens, and
legumes. If there were three, the three first things I would move from people’s diets would be trans
fats, hydrogenated oils found being phased out of the food supply. And, but still found in meat and
dairy, a two would be processed, meat, bacon, ham, hot dogs, lunch, meat, sausage is known to be
carcinogenic and people third would be soda, liquid candy. Those would be probably the top three
things I’d removed from someone’s diet. That will go a long way towards improving people’s health.
Denise Stegall: And obviously since where I, as you and I are talking, you’re on your treadmill
exercise is a big part of living a healthy lifestyle. So let’s talk about exercise.
Dr. Michael Greger: So I recommend 90 minutes of moderate-intensity exercise a day. But there
are independent benefits of just not being sedentary. Sitting six or more hours a day, even if afterwork you workout an hour in the gym still increases one’s mortality over those sitting less than six
hours a day.Those are two separate things. What if instead of sitting at a desk you had a standing
desk or a treadmill set up to walk while you work. Something like that, where you can actually keep
active, keep blood from stagnating in your lower extremities -that can go a long way.If you do have
to sit there are these little like fidget bars and things you can have under your desk to keep your
calves pumping blood throughout your body. But yeah, and in terms of right now exercise is critical
in terms of keeping one’s immune system active, the same thing with getting sufficient sleep, as
well as stress management, all things you can do to support a healthy immune system during this
time.
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Denise Stegall: I know that when I get my exercise and outside as much as possible living in
Minnesota that there is a mental health aspect to exercise, isn’t there.
Dr. Michael Greger: Absolutely! And not just in terms of improving one’s mood, but improving
things like attention deficit disorder in children and there are benefits for generalized anxiety
disorder. Exercise is a great way to work off some of that stress. Of course, these days you do need
to do it safely, meaning away from other people it’s still okay to go outside. We just need to keep
our distance and make sure that that we don’t get infected. You can’t get Covid if Covid can’t get
to you. You need to make sure that you wash or sanitize your hands after touching public surfaces.
And before you touch your mucus membranes, your mouth inside your nose or your eyes, and just
stay away.
Denise Stegall: Yes. Staying away from people is tough, though. I certainly see the strain and the
stress that people are feeling because they’re, they’re disconnected from people. A friend of mine
who is a doctor out in California had a really great suggestion rather than calling what we’re doing,
social distancing, she’s called it physical distancing. And I think for me, that was a mental health kind
of checkup thing.
Dr. Michael Greger: Yeah. Physical distance or spatial distancing, as opposed to social distancing.
Absolutely. This is a time when we need the opposite, we need connection. Just, be at a distance.
And so what a great time to connect with all those friends you had from way back when, and my,
you know, write letters, what a concept to people, as long as the post office continues to work
yeah, people should take advantage of this time to reconnect with loved ones. It’s also the perfect
time to take care of yourself. You always want to, you know, start yoga or start meditating, or, you
know, try, you know experimenting with new ways to, you know, cook dried beans, something like
this. This is the time many people have been searching for, the luxury of having that extra time.
Although of course, we should not forget all the essential workers out there and not only those on
the front lines and healthcare battle, but those, you know, keeping the supply chains going and we
need to not just keep them in our prayers, but keep them in our social network and not forget them
when we’re doing.
Denise Stegall: I agree. And that’s really, it’s really an important piece of all of that is there are still
people. So many of us are working from home who don’t typically work from home. There are so
many people who are out there that are working on all of our behalfs and it is important. I think
when, when we do need to go out because people still are going to the grocery stores that it’s for
both people, the person who’s going to the store and the workers, it’s so important to wear a mask
and, you know, do the appropriate things,
Dr. Michael Greger: Right? Remember the masters of protecting other people, not protecting
yourself that does not mean you can get close to anybody. We still need to make sure to you know,
respect to hand hygiene and rest and, and social distancing and not have the kind of a false sense
of security, but certainly, it should cut down on the amount of virus we were spreading out into the
world. If indeed we’re infectious before we even know we have it.
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Denise Stegall: Very good point, very, very good point. So we have all that we have this time on our
hands. It is a great opportunity, as you mentioned to do some new things, maybe cook differently.
What would you say to someone who says, ” I don’t know what to do.” I have all of this healthy
food in my house. What do I do with it?
Dr. Michael Greger: Amazing. If you look at know, dried bean sales and canned bean sales for them,
finally, you know, I’ve been telling him when he beans and wild haul that finally people are actually
getting the questions, then what do you do with it? And thankfully the internet has millions of
recipes for a healthy way to turn those beans into bean dips and hummus and lentil soup and all
sorts of wonderful things, super easy, healthy, some of the best foods. You know, when we eat at
home, we have control over our diets. I mean, at restaurants, they want to sell food. They add tons
of salt, sugar, fat to make things taste good so you’ll come back. Even if something looks healthy in
a restaurant you know they may not have your best interest at heart at home. You have control and
you don’t have to add salt, extra fat. You can I make something sweet without sugar and salt,
without salt? That’s the magic of whole food. Plant-Based cooking. My cookbook has so-called
Greenlight ingredients, meaning not just every recipe is healthy, every single ingredient of every
single recipe is healthy. All of these ingredients will help you healthy to fight Covid if necessary.
There are all sorts of ways you can cook healthily little did you know? And this is a great time to
experiment.
Denise Stegall: I would agree. I have both books, How Not to Die and the How Not To Die
Cookbook. The cookbook is one that I flip open to decide what’s for dinner.
Dr. Michael Greger: Fantastic. Well, I have a new cookbook coming out this December, the how not
to diet cookbook based on my last book.
Denise Stegall: Oh, I love it. That’s such a great topic. Oh my gosh. I think all of the people who are
listening today we’ll certainly, I encourage everybody to go out and get the original books and, you
know, read up on, you know, your health and the things that you can do for your health. There are
so much information and misinformation on the internet that I think people get lost. It’s refreshing
to read good solid information from a doctor who’s been doing this for, I don’t know, how long
have you been following and encouraging a plant-based lifestyle?
Dr. Michael Greger: Well, for about 30 years now. But rather than going out and getting the book, I
would have it delivered
Denise Stegall: Good Point!
Dr. Michael Greger: Also, check out the website of your local public library. They often have
featured eBooks these days, a great way to get that information for free.
Denise Stegall: That’s perfect. I didn’t realize that. Dr. Greger, I really appreciate you taking this time
to speak with me today. Before we go, I would just ask what is like one thing that we haven’t really
touched on.
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Denise Stegall (Cont.): One more thing that you want our audience to, to know, and to make
changes or, you know, to do something different in their life. What’s one more tidbit you can share.
Dr. Michael Greger: I think the takeaway is the good news that we have tremendous power over our
health, destiny, and longevity. The vast majority of premature death and disability is preventable
with a plant-based diet and other healthy lifestyle behaviors. So I encourage people to jump in,
Denise Stegall: Jump in feet first. I think that would be great. Dr. Gregor, thank you for sharing your
wisdom. I hope to see you at the next Lotus Foundation Event.
Dr. Michael Greger: Can’t wait to be there in the flesh.
Denise Stegall: We are looking forward to seeing you.
Watch the interview here!
If you are interested in more information on a plant-based diet, check out this interview with Chef
AJ!
Links from the Interview:
https://www.nutritionfacts.org/
https://www.nutritionfacts.org/book/how-not-to-die/
https://www.nutritionfacts.org/book/how-not-to-die-cookbook/
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LIVING HEALTHY LIST'S
EVENTS
Wonder Wednesdays with Denise Stegall
Every Wednesday @ 12n CST
Facebook Live:
https://www.facebook.com/Livinghealthylist

Money Monday with the Money Boss
January 25, 2020 @ 11am
Facebook Live:
https://www.facebook.com/Livinghealthylist

Let's Ace Your Space:
Free 5-day Mindset Makeover Challenge
January 18th – 22nd
Visit for more information:
ww.letsaceyourspace.com
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Whether you seek answers on health, wellness, personal
development, or FUN, our goal is to get you the answers you
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